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'On-line integrated management' is a

better remedy as it involves transparen-
cy, cost effective and paperless atmos-
phere. If this system which is in opera-
tion in some corporates is put to use in
all the organizations in India, a quicker
coordination would be achieved
between employees, heads, depart-
ments and organizations. Through online
integrated management and clear coor-
dination  between HR and other divi-
sions much of unsaid troubles could be
mitigated. Now our HR professionals
can foresee a progressive future in
redefining HR intelligence. Here lay the
analysis to identify explorable skills in
existing employees and to deploy them
in the appropriate positions for which
they have been hired. This is the pre-
scription for cost cuts, to boost perform-
ers, motivate and retain them. Whatever
be the advancement, the so called
human factors still remain a mystery and
cannot be gauged through any profiling
tests. The 'sukshuma' behind the under-
standing of the human psychology is still
a puzzle. The HR professionals also fall in
this category without exemption. They

travel miles to set the ball rolling as long
as they find it interesting. The mentality
of the quitting employees happens to be
contagious that they (HR) themselves
are caught in the quick sand but appre-
ciably resist from falling sick and emerge
like a 'phoenix'. Recruiters can only sup-
ply manpower and the satisfaction that a
new employee derives in his work purely
rests in the hands of his or her Group
mentor. In every company HR builds up a
healthy atmosphere but cannot always
detect and eradicate the latent politics
which are the ubiquitous characteristics
of human beings. Are we heading in the
right way? Being proactive in salary and
compensation alone is not the solution to
employee turnover but there is some-
thing else beyond. What is there behind
the industry trends of boom - bubble -
crash - survival -recovery - growth map?
Perhaps it is the human satisfaction that
matters. 123oye.com
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An effective corporate culture audit

describes the overall
working environment,
identifies the unwritten
"norms" and rules gov-
erning employee inter-
actions and workplace
practices, determines
possible barriers to
effective work practices
and communication,
and makes recommen-
dations for addressing
identified problems. Not only will it help
retain top performers, it provides a blue-
print of what attributes to look for in
applicants.

Sample questions might be:

Are you being compensated fair
ly? 
Are your benefits comparable to

those of the company's competitors? 
Does the company value your work? 
Are you getting the training you

need? 
Does open communication exist in

the company? 

Do you feel challenged? 
Do your values match those of the
company? 
You might notice that a culture audit

asks questions typically
asked during an exit inter-
view! Why wait to ask these
important questions after the
company has already lost its
investment in an employee.
Audits uncover potential fric-
tion points as well as sources
of synergy, and generate pos-
sibilities for internal process
improvements within the
organization. By uncovering

trouble spots in advance, the audit
encourages fun and creative ways for
improving the already-existing culture.

Such creativity can be as boundless.
Growth oriented companies are notori-
ous for coming up with notably unusual
ways to improve the work environment-
off-site retreats, impromptu recognition
programs, and the creative use of office
space are all examples of how compa-
nies implement creative ideas to build
their culture. These are just a few of the
ideas often generated from the insights
gleaned in a culture audit.
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